
BSD Events taking place through October 2021 
BY ANNE DICKISON

Please send details of any FreeBSD related events or events that are of interest for FreeBSD 
users which are not listed here to freebsd-doc@FreeBSD.org.

EuroBSDcon 2021
September 16–19, 2021 
Vienna, Austria
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The Open Source Initiative will be holding a unique, half-day event on 
Practical Open Source Information (POSI), which the FreeBSD Foun-
dation will be supporting as an in-kind community sponsor. Targeting 
individuals and organizations interested in learning what good open-
source implementation looks like in practice, POSI brings together a 
wide array of open source field experts — lawyers, developers, strate-
gists — to share valuable, accessible information on open source best 
practices. Whether you’re new to open source, or are simply seeking 
ways to improve your existing open source practices, this event may 
be for you. The event is scheduled to take place on September 16th, 
2021, from 11:00 AM to 4:00 PM EDT, and registration is free.

EuroBSDcon is the European annual technical conference gather-
ing users and developers working on and with 4.4BSD (Berkeley 
Software Distribution) based operating systems family and related 
projects.  

POSI 2021
September 16, 2021
VIRTUAL

Open Source Summit is the leading conference for developers, archi-
tects and other technologists — as well as open source community 
and industry leaders — to collaborate, share information, learn about 
the latest technologies and gain a competitive advantage by using in-
novative open solutions.

Open Source Summit connects the open source ecosystem under 
one roof. It covers cornerstone open source technologies; helps eco-
system leaders to navigate open source transformation with the Diver-
sity Empowerment Summit and tracks on business and compliance; 
and delves into the newest technologies and latest trends touching 
open source, including networking, cloud-native, edge computing, AI 
and much more. It is an extraordinary opportunity for cross-pollina-
tion between the developers, sysadmins, DevOps professionals and IT 
architects driving the future of technology.

This year, Deb Goodkin will be presenting a talk for the FreeBSD  
Foundation.

Open Source  
Summit 2021
September 27-30, 2021
Seattle, WA + Virtual
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FreeBSD Fridays
https://freebsdfoundation.org/freebsd-fridays/
Past FreeBSD Fridays sessions are available at: https://freebsdfoundation.org/freebsd-fridays/

FreeBSD Office Hours
https://wiki.freebsd.org/OfficeHours
Join members of the FreeBSD community for FreeBSD Office Hours. From general Q&A to 
topic-based demos and tutorials, Office Hours is a great way to get answers to your FreeBSD-
related questions.

Past episodes can be found at the FreeBSD YouTube Channel.

Write 
For Us!
Write 

For Us!
Contact Jim Maurer

with your article ideas.
( jmaurer@freebsdjournal.com )
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All Things Open is the largest open source/open tech/open web con-
ference on the East Coast, and one of the largest in the United States. 
It regularly hosts some of the most well-known experts in the world 
as well as nearly every major technology company. FreeBSD is proud 
to be a media partner for this year’s All Things Open.All Things Open 2021

October 17-19, 2021
Raleigh, NC + Virtual
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